With respect to the usual processing chain in UAV photogrammetry the consideration of the camera's influencing factors on the accessible accuracy level is of high interest. In most applications consumer cameras are used due to their light weight. They usually allow only for automatic zoom or restricted options in manual modes. The stability and long-term validity of the interior orientation parameters are open to question. Additionally, common aerial flights do not provide adequate images for self-calibration. Nonetheless, processing software include self-calibration based on EXIF information as a standard setting. The subsequent impact of the interior orientation parameters on the reconstruction in object space cannot be neglected. With respect to the suggested key issues different investigations on the quality of interior orientation and its impact in object space are addressed. On the one hand the investigations concentrate on the improvement in accuracy by applying pre-calibrated interior orientation parameters. On the other hand, image configurations are investigated that allow for an adequate self-calibration in UAV photogrammetry. The analyses on the interior orientation focus on the estimation quality of the interior orientation parameters by using volumetric test scenarios as well as planar pattern as they are commonly used in computer vision. This is done by using a Olympus Pen E-PM2 camera and a Canon G1X as representative system cameras. For the analysis of image configurations a simulation based approach is applied. The analyses include investigations on varying principal distance and principal point to evaluate the system's stability.
INTRODUCTION
In UAV photogrammetry the interior orientation of the camera system, its stability during image acquisition and flight as well as its calibration options and consideration in the bundle adjustment, are limiting factors to the accuracy level of the processing chain. In most applications of UAV imagery, consumer cameras are used because of a limited payload, a specific hardware configuration and cost restrictions. In general, such consumer cameras provide automatic zoom, image stabilization and restricted options in manual modes. These issues lead to a lower accuracy potential due to a lack of stability and long-term validity of the interior orientation parameters. Besides the use of accuracy limiting hardware components, the application of different software packages for UAV photogrammetry might significantly influence the processing results. In most cases the application of professional photogrammetric processing software for UAV imagery is limited. This would require standard image blocks due to the determination of overlapping areas for automatic processing as it is usually found within aerial photogrammetry products. UAV imagery is highly influenced by the dynamics during the flight and cause more irregular image blocks and subsequent processing difficulties. Therefore, specialized processing software for UAV photogrammetry is established nowadays. Such software products like Agisoft PhotoScan or Pix4D are mainly based on principles of computer vision, namely structure-from-motion approaches. The consideration of fixed pre-calibrated interior orientation parameters is possible. However, this does usually not shape the standard processing scenario within UAV software that considers a self-calibration and EXIF information for the camera's initial parameters. Especially a complete photogrammetric camera calibration might not be available for all user groups. Camera calibration and the evaluation of high-quality interior orientation parameters is one main topic in research and development of photogrammetry since decades (Remondino & Fraser 2006) . Within computer vision one can see an increasing interest in the investigations of camera calibration and interior orientation models. Both disciplines use similar strategies in order to get object reconstructions in 3D space by using image based data sets. As a major difference between the two disciplines it can be stated that in photogrammetry accuracy and reliability in object reconstruction including a precise camera calibration is of highest interest whereas in computer vision the scene reconstruction focuses on complete and quick algorithms and systems. A reliable and significant estimation and consideration of the interior orientation parameters is of lower interest and therefore missing in some systems and applications. Nevertheless, both mathematical approaches are based on the central projection. Often the same functional descriptions for the interior orientation, based on Brown (1971) , is applied (e.g. OpenCV, iWitness). While a reverse non-linear modelling in 3D space forms the photogrammetric approach (Luhmann 2014 ), a two-step method based on linear descriptions following Zhang (2000) or Heikkila & Silvén (1997) and subsequent nonlinear adjustments can be found in computer vision, which mainly rely on the usage of planar calibration patterns. Colomina & Molina (2014) give a detailed summary on nowadays UAV systems, techniques, software packages and applications. With respect to the camera's interior orientation parameters the relevance of their estimation and its impact in object space is rarely analysed or documented. Douterloigne et al. (2009) present a test scenario for camera calibration of UAV cameras based on a chess-board pattern. The repeatability of the interior orientation parameters is evaluated by using different image blocks and error propagation systems. An extended test on the comparability of camera calibration methods is done by Pérez et al. (2011) . Camera calibration results based on an a priori testfield calibration and a field calibration procedure are evaluated with respect to the parameter values and the resulting precision in image space. A subsequent estimation of its impact in object space is done for one scenario. Here the resulting coordinates of the bundle adjustment at defined signalized targets are checked against their GPS coordinates. Cramer et al. (2014) compare results of an on-the-job calibration within UAV applications and their impact in object space by applying a digital surface comparison to reference points. Simulation based scenarios for image block configurations in field calibrations are published by Kruck & Mélykuti (2014) . They notice that the simulation focuses on the determinability but not on the reliability of parameter estimation. Different published analyses and applications include approaches to assess the parameters of interior orientation and its influence on the results of specific UAV applications.
Nevertheless the impact of the interior orientation parameters in object space within UAV flight scenarios has to be analysed furthermore. With respect to the suggested key issues different investigations on the quality of interior orientation and its impact in object space are addressed. On the one hand the investigations concentrate on the improvement in accuracy by applying pre-calibrated interior orientation parameters. On the other hand, image configurations are investigated that allow for an adequate self-calibration in UAV photogrammetry.
DEFINTION OF INTERIOR ORIENTATION

Mathematical models of interior orientation
The functional model in photogrammetric reconstruction as well as in computer vision is based on the pinhole camera model or central projection, respectively. Within a self-calibration framework or a previously conducted testfield calibration three groups of parameter sets for modelling the interior orientation of a camera are included in the basic functional model: a. principal distance c and principal point x'0, y'0 b. radial-symmetric lens distortion (rad) c. decentring distortion (tan).
Usually interior camera parameters are set constant for all images of a photogrammetric project. Distortion parameters are defined with respect to the principal point. Then the standard observation equation in central projection (1) yield 
The standard observation equation (1) summarizes the effects of distortion (2) through the correction of Δx' in the image space xdirection, Δy' respectively (Luhmann et al. 2014) . For radialsymmetric lens distortion (3) an unbalanced form (4) is chosen. The decentring distortion (also known as radial-asymmetric and tangential distortion) follows equations (5).
The interior orientation model for photogrammetric approaches and those of computer vision, like Agisoft Photoscan or OpenCV is based on Brown (1971) . The results are comparable when applying equality of the principal distance and pixel size in x-and y-direction of image space.
Camera modelling with image-variant parameters causes three more parameters per image to be estimated within the bundle adjustment. Hence the number of unknown grows up to nine per image. These parameters describe the variation of the principal distance and the shift of the principal point, hence the possible displacement and rotation of the lens with respect to the image sensor are compensated by this approach using extended standard observation equation (6).
Conversion of interior orientation parameters
Although the basic functional model is equal between the photogrammetric approach (AXIOS Ax.Ori) and those in computer vision (OpenCV and Agisoft PhotoScan) a parameter conversion is necessary. In order to support a direct comparability of the resulting parameters the implemented functional contexts have to be analysed and conversion terms have to be defined. A major difference can be identified within the definition of the coordinate systems ( Figure 1 ). In computer vision approaches the image space is defined within the pixel coordinate system and its common positive directions. This influences the principal distance as well as the principal point. Due to the direct linear imaging description of computer vision approaches the resulting distortion parameters are superimposed by the principal distance when compared to a photogrammetric system. Hastedt (2015) describes the comparability and conversion of parameter groups of interior and exterior orientation. Table 1 summarizes the necessary conversion terms from computer vision results to photogrammetric notation.
Photogrammetry
PhotoScan / OpenCV c [mm] -fx · pixSize [mm] = -fy · pixSize [mm] 
(cx-0.5 sensorsize_xpix)·pixelSize [mm] 
(-cy+0.5 sensorsize_ypix)·pixelSize [mm] A1 [1/mm²] K1 / cmm² A2 [1/mm4] K2 / cmm Table 1 . Conversion scheme of interior orientation Some approaches in computer vision, like Agisoft PhotoScan, allow for the estimation and consideration of a skew parameter. As this is not comparable to photogrammetric approaches it will not be dealt within these investigations.
CAMERA CALIBRATION
Tested cameras
For UAV photogrammetry a microdrones md4-1000 is used and an Olympus Pen E-PM2 system camera ( Figure 2 ) is equipped to the system. This camera offers a high imaging quality whereas the geometric quality is influenced by different effects and has to be modelled conscientiously. The camera offers an imaging resolution of 4608 x 3456 pixels with a pixel size of 3.75 µm and a 14 -42 mm zoom lens. The manual mode can be used with manual focus, however the focussing can only be checked in live view and not be fixed at infinity. This limits the usability as the auto-focus needs to be fixed once in order to enable a sharp image acquisition at infinity. Therefore adequate camera settings for flight purposes are limited as the camera settings cannot be changed within the flight in order to support right focussing.
Figure 2. Olympus Pen E-PM2
In addition a Canon G1X system camera is tested for comparison. This camera acquires images with a resolution of 4352 x 2907 pixels. The pixel size is 4.3 µm, the zoom-lens can be used with 15 -64 mm.
Test fields and scenarios
The investigations on the quality of the interior orientation estimation are based on two test scenarios. On the one hand a typical photogrammetric image block (Table 2 , top) is taken over a volumetric VDI testfield (VDI 2002, see Figure 3 ). On the other hand a planar chessboard pattern (Figure 3 ) is chosen, as it is commonly used within computer vision applications and products. Two different image blocks are taken whereby a strong block configuration is characterized by an almost volumetric image acquisition around the object including images rolled around the camera axis at each camera station. This enables a reliable and stable parameter estimation. The weak block configuration follows some typical descriptions of camera calibration blocks within computer vision. One can often find a recommended image acquisition by slightly moving the camera in front of the calibration pattern. This leads to more or less random results for the interior orientation parameters. Luhmann et al. (2014) and Hastedt (2015) summarize typical scenarios to circumvent these effects. Table 3 . Results of camera calibration on volumetric and planar patterns
Parameter results
The results of the interior orientation parameters are listed in Table 3 . Parameters are estimated by the AXIOS Ax.Ori photogrammetric bundle adjustment program using the VDI testfield setup. In addition, the calibration with the planar pattern is analysed with Agisoft Lens and OpenCV. All camera settings were set equally for the different image blocks. The resulting parameters of interior orientation in the photogrammetric environment and in Agisoft Lens are proofed against their reliability reconsidering their standard deviations. All parameters are reliable if not evaluated furthermore in the following.
The resulting principal point for the Olympus camera has to be considered carefully as well as the parameters of the decentring distortion. The calibration procedure has to include the estimation of both parameter sets, otherwise a high impact in object space will cause a loss of accuracy. This is caused by a high correlation between these parameters. In addition, it leads to significantly different parameter values for the principal point if the decentring distortion is neglected. It can be observed that skipping the decentring distortion parameters, the remaining radial-symmetric distortion parameters cannot be estimated significantly. This gives rise to an under-parametrization which can be observed by analyzing the systems' statistics. In order to check the quality of the parameter estimation with and without estimating the decentring distortion, the distortion-free coordinates for the image corners are calculated. As these do not result in the same coordinates by using the different parameter sets, the choice of the parameter set is of high importance for this camera and its calibration.
Analyzing the resulting parameters by comparison of the different software packages and testfield configurations it can be summarized that Agisoft Lens and OpenCV, operated with a planar chess board pattern, provide relatively good estimations of the interior orientation parameters. However, a strong image block has to be chosen in order to provide repeatable and reliable parameters although the resulting parameters remain almost the same. As indicator the remaining standard deviations can be used. This advice also follows previous analyses and experiences on camera calibration and minimization purposes of correlations between the parameters of interior orientation and exterior orientation within the bundle (Hastedt 2015 , Luhmann et al. 2014 . High correlations indicate that the parameters are not estimated independently. Therefore the usage of separated parameters of such systems might lead to errors in a subsequent application. Table 3 shows deviations in the principal distance and principal point up to 20 µm for this specific calibration. It has to be considered that the instability of the camera and its components do not take a similar effect as it would be within a UAV flight. The extend of the variation in principal distance and principal point can be estimated by using the calibration over the VDI testfield since many images are taken from different viewing directions in a larger spatial volume. The resulting variation for the Olympus camera results to a range of 44 µm for the principal distance ( Figure 4 ) and 45 µm for the principal point components ( Figure 5 ). 
Impact in object space
In order to evaluate the impact of the different calibration results in object space a test is modelled after a prospecting flight scenario. A testfield at a planar wall (Figure 6 ) is captured by a set of overlapping images in row. For all signalized points a. their coordinates in object space, estimated within a bundle adjustment, are transformed to their control point coordinates b. their within a bundle adjustment estimated coordinates in object space, including pre-calibrated interior orientation parameters, are transformed to their control point coordinates c. forward intersections for object coordinates are calculated, based on previously estimated interior and exterior orientation parameters using the overlapping images (as it would be in flight, too), and transformed to their control point coordinates d. forward intersections for object coordinates are calculated, based on previously estimated exterior orientation parameters using the overlapping images and pre-calibrated interior orientation parameters, and transformed to their control point coordinates.
Figure 6. Wall testfield
The results in object space are listed in Table 4 . Three camera settings are chosen in order to demonstrate a possible effect of changing settings on the results in object space. The images are taken with a ground sample distance of about 0.2 mm according to the lab test. As expected the b and d scenario, introducing pre-calibrated interior orientation parameters, offer a significant higher accuracy level in object space. As expected, the impact right after calibration or considering coordinates of the bundle adjustment itself show best results. The change of camera settings therefore cause a loss in accuracy, for this test scenario, of about 1 -2 mm, relatively about 200% up to 640%. This range illustrates the unknown dependency of the settings of calibration to those of image acquisition for object reconstruction. Nevertheless, the introduction of (any) reliable parameter estimation in a project using comparable camera settings lead to an increasing accuracy level in object space. Table 4 . Impact of calibration estimation in object space
FLIGHT SIMULATION
In order to evaluate the impact of the interior orientation parameters on the reconstruction in object space, some UAV flight simulations are used. For this purpose an area of 236 m x 134 m, as it represents a real-world benchmark area, is chosen. Due to nowadays used UAV software packages including dense matching algorithms, an usual image overlap of 80% each along and across the flight direction is used. Figure 7 shows a resulting flight scheme for a flying height of 50 m . The simulation is based on an idealised surface of a double-sinus waveform. This is undulated by 10 m and 30 m respectively. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show a three-dimensional view on the UAV flight scenarios. The simulation is based on a standard uncertainty for image measurements of 0.003 mm which is equivalent to a bit less than a pixel for the Olympus camera. With respect to the analyses of interior orientation and its estimation within a UAV flight scenario, three types of flight configurations are applied:
1. The first scenario corresponds to a typical flight where all images are taken in the same relative orientation. 2. The second configuration includes additional images taken above the centre of the area by rotating the camera, respectively consecutively changing the yaw angle of the UAV by +90° (see Figure 10 ).
3. In the third scenario two tilted images are added to the previous configurations by changing the roll angle to 25° and -25° for two images above the centre of the area (see Figure 10 ). The processing of the flight simulations follows a usual setup for the bundle adjustment in UAV-photogrammetry. In this case six homogeneous distributed control points are introduced to define the datum. Table 6 . Results of flight simulation for scenario 2 Table 5 and Table 6 summarize the results of the described investigations based on flight simulations. The analyses are done by 1) adjusting all interior orientation parameters and 2) adjusting only the principal distance and principal point by introducing pre-calibrated distortion parameters.
For each result the adjusted parameters of interior orientation and its standard deviations are collected. The RMS-values of all object points as well as the s0 value (standard deviation of unit weight) estimate the statistical precision level of the simulated data set. In order to evaluate the impact of the systems' configuration, forward intersections are calculated for a set of 60 object points. Afterwards these coordinates are transformed to a set of control point coordinates. The remaining deviations are summarized as RMS-values in X, Y and Z. In addition the minimum and maximum values as well as the subsequent range of deviations are summarized. The results of forward intersection can be taken as absolute accuracy level for these investigations and indicate the impact of different scenarios in object space.
The results show an increase in the object space accuracy for Xand Y-direction by introducing yaw-changed images (scenario 2) in contrast to a standard data set (scenario 1). If tilted images are introduced the accuracy for the Z-direction rises, too (scenario 3). An increase in Z-direction accuracy is also possible considering pre-calibrated distortion parameters. In all cases the overall accuracy in object space is increasing (RMSvalues and range) compared to the almost stable statistical precisions in the RMS-values from the bundle adjustment.
Considering an instable principal distance and principal point to the flight scenario, the results in object space decrease as expected. Expecting a statistical variation of these three components of 0.01 mm, the remaining accuracies in object space decrease about 120% to 400% (see Table 7 ). The percentage decrease is less with scenario 3 where rolled images have been introduced. Table 7 . Percentage decrease in object space accuracy considering instable interior orientation A higher undulation of the surface lead to a more significant and reliable estimation of the interior orientation parameters. This is especially obvious and to be expected for the principal distance. Its reliability increases when using scenario 3 and should be considered as requirement for a flight scenario if selfcalibration is utilized.
It can be observed that the simulations with a less undulating surface lead to a higher accuracy level in object space. This effect can also be observed when using a larger flying height, e.g. with 75 m.
In general the bundle adjustment results shown in Table 5 and Table 6 have to be considered as statistical data, especially when evaluating the interior orientation parameters. The generated forward intersections and the subsequent derived accuracies in object space demonstrate the dependency on the whole bundle system. While very small deviations to the input data are remaining, the standard deviations of the interior orientation parameters are still high within several microns. This also leads to an influence to the whole system and therefore causes higher deviations in object space. Only when introducing additional, tilted images to the bundle, the standard deviations of the interior orientation parameters are increasing and lead to an increase in object space accuracy.
The resulting accuracies in object space are still influenced by the camera and its interior orientation. Object space accuracies in the order of several ground pixels (GSD) show the limits in standard UAV scenarios. The investigations on image blocks that allow for adequate self-calibration to not replace a metric UAV camera and a serious calibration. However, they help for awareness of additional influences on the accuracy in object space.
SUMMARY
Within these investigations on the impact of the interior orientation parameters in object space different aspects are analysed further. On the one hand nowadays used consumer cameras in UAV photogrammetry, e.g. an Olympus Pen E-PM2 or other system cameras, are analysed with respect to their internal stability and reliability of the chosen parameter set. In addition, the influence of the camera calibration procedure itself is estimated. On the other hand simulation based UAV flight analyses are evaluated in order to investigate adequate flight scenarios for self-calibration.
The camera calibration procedures of Agisoft Lens and OpenCV are compared with respect to a photogrammetric approach. For the results of an Olympus Pen E-PM2 camera it can be summarized that using a strong image block configuration on a planar chessboard pattern, as it is used in computer vision applications, relatively reliable parameters are estimated. For the Olympus Pen E-PM2 camera itself, a high correlation between the components of the principal point and the decentring distortion can be observed. This is not only true for the statistical correlation but also for the resulting parameters itself. They result to significantly different values depending on the set of estimated parameters for the interior orientation. With respect to the camera calibration, these parameters should not be removed as they lead to an underparametrization of the system and therefore to erroneous results for the remaining parameter. This is probably caused by an instability of the camera components. The camera is based on an auto-focus lens, as many consumer cameras do. In addition, a variation of the principal distance and the principal point, estimated for each image separately, is visible.
The investigations on flight scenarios allowing for adequate self-calibration show the necessity of introducing rolled images to a UAV flight scenario. In order to allow for stable and accurate object coordinates in all three coordinate directions, these additional images are recommended. Furthermore, this leads to a higher level of significance for the interior orientation parameter estimation. The camera instability, that should be expected when using consumer cameras, causes a loss in accuracy of at least 200%. The results in object space show the limit of standard UAV scenarios as the remaining deviations in object space are up to the extend of several ground pixels. If self-calibration is used with UAV flights one should be aware of the quality and significance of the parameter estimation. A pre-calibration should be introduced if possible.
